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INTRODUCTION
Among the blow-up algebras of an ideal I in a Noetherian local ring
 .R,m , a key role is played by the associated graded ring of I, namely
 . n nq1gr R s [ I rI .I nG 0
w xSince the pioneering work of Northcott 18 , a central problem in the
theory of blow-up algebras has been to understand the Hilbert function of
 .an m-primary ideal of a Cohen]Macaulay CM local ring in relation with
its Hilbert coefficients and the arithmetical invariants of the corresponding
associated graded ring. Despite the fact that the Hilbert function of a
graded CM k-algebra is well understood, little is known in the local case.
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The reason for this lies in the fact that even if a given local ring is CM, its
associated graded ring can be very far from being CM and in fact it can
 w x.have depth zero see 1 .
Extensive studies in this area have highlighted the deep interplay be-
tween the Hilbert coefficients of an m-primary ideal and the depth of the
corresponding associated graded ring. Starting from the well known results
w x w xof Sally 22]24 and Huneke 15 , to arrive to the recent works by Rossi
w x w xand Valla 21 and Wang 28 , it appears that CM local rings exhibiting
extremal behavior with respect to natural numerical constraints on some
of their Hilbert coefficients have good associated graded rings and special
w x wHilbert functions. On the other hand, works of Huckaba 11 , Marley 16,
x w x17 , and Trung 25 show that if the associated graded ring has a high depth
then the numerical asymptotic invariants associated to the m-primary ideal
behave in a special way.
In this work we investigate the conditions that affect the depth of the
associated graded ring of an m-primary ideal. Furthermore, we describe
the structure of some local rings whose associated graded ring has depth
zero.
Recently various works uncovered several classes of ideals whose associ-
 wated graded rings have almost maximal depth see 3, 4, 7, 12, 13, 20, 21,
x.28 . The case of maximal depth is described in a classical result due to
w x  .Valabrega and Valla 27 . It says that if R, m is a CM local ring of
 .dimension d and I is an m-primary ideal of R, then depth gr R s d ifI
and only if there is a minimal reduction J of I such that J l I nq1 s JI n
for all integers n G 1. Later it was realized that the module
J l I nq1[ nJInG1
w xcarries information on the depth of the associated graded ring 6, 13, 16 :
in fact the above module turns out to be the first homology of a graded
 .complex that measures depth gr R .I
 kq1 k .To be more precise, it is known that if  l J l I rJI s 1, thenk G1
 .  w x.  2 . . ndepth gr R G d y 1 see 7 and that if l J l I rJI s 2 and J l II
ny1  .  w x.s JI for each n G 3, then depth gr R G d y 2 see 8 .I
 w x.These results naturally lead to formulate the following question see 8 :
 kq1 k .QUESTION. Is it true that if  l J l I rJI s t, then depthk G1
 .gr R G d y t?I
w xA recent result of Wang 29 completes the proof of the case t s 2 using
w xthe structure of the Sally modules introduced by Vasconcelos 26 .
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In this work we consider the case t s 3. To be more specific, we show:
 .THEOREM 1.12. Let R, m be a CM local ring of dimension d G 4. Let I
be an m-primary ideal of R and J : I generated by a maximal superficial
sequence such that
J l I 2
n ny1l s 3 and J l I s JI for all n G 3. /JI
 .If RrI is a Gorenstein local ring, then depth gr R G d y 3.I
w x Thanks to our approach we also recover some of the results in 7, 8 see
.Corollary 1.5 and Corollary 1.8 .
The aforementioned complex is a fundamental tool in proving these
w xresults. The key property we use is given by Huckaba and Marley in 13 .
They in fact provide a formula that employs the length of the homologies
of this complex to compute the Hilbert coefficients of a Hilbert filtration.
We apply this formula to compare the Hilbert coefficients that arise from
three different filtrations: the I-adic filtration, the filtration that one
obtains from the I-adic one by passing modulo a superficial element, and
the Ratliff]Rush filtration. We exploit the interplay among these filtra-
tions to switch information from their Hilbert coefficients to the homolo-
gies and vice versa. One interesting feature of this strategy is that we give
quite a complete description of the structure of rings for which the
associated graded rings have depth zero.
w xThe notation here in use is the one of 2, 26 .
1. MAIN RESULT
When working with blow-up algebras a key concept is that of superficial-
 w x.ity for the definitions and main properties see 9 . In this work we assume
 .that R, m is a d-dimensional CM local ring, I an m-primary ideal, and
 .J s x , . . . , x : I an ideal generated by a maximal superficial sequence1 d
for I.
In order to prove our results we need some criteria that allow us to
estimate the depth of the associated graded ring. We start with some easy
facts that help us to exploit the interplay between the associated graded
ring obtained using the I-adic filtration and that one obtained using the
Ratliff]Rush filtration. Recall that if I is an ideal that contains a non-zero
 .divisor in a local ring R, m , the Ratliff]Rush closure of I is the ideal
Ä kq1 k .  w x.I s D I : I for the definitions and main properties see 19 .k G1 &
n 4Throughout this work, F s I denotes the Ratliff]Rush filtration and
 .  .e F the corresponding ith Hilbert coefficient. Similarly e I denotes thei i
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ith Hilbert coefficient in the case of the I-adic filtration. The following
 .  .well known facts are often used in the proofs: e F s e I for alli i&
n n  .  wi s 0, . . . , d, since I s I for all n 4 0 and depth gr R ) 0 see 13,F&
n nx.  .Lemma 4.12 , while depth gr R ) 0 if and only if I s I for all n G 1.I &&
n ny1 .To simplify the notation, we let r s l I rJI and n sny1 ny1
 n ny1.l I rJI for all integers n G 1.
 .LEMMA 1.1. Let R, m be a CM local ring, I an m-primary ideal of R,
and J the ideal generated by a maximal superficial sequence such that
J l I n s JI ny1 for all n G 3. Then
&
n¡ I
n q l for all n / 2&ny1
n ny1 /I q JI~r s &ny1
2 2ÄI JI l I
n q l y l if n s 2.1 2  /¢  /Ä JII q JI
Proof. The statement follows from the fact that, for all integers n G 1,
one has the short exact sequence
& & &
n ny1 n nI q JI I I
0 ª ª ª ª 0.& & &
ny1 ny1 n ny1JI JI I q JI
& & & &
n ny1 ny1 n ny1 n ny1 n .  .In fact I q JI rJI ( I r JI l I and, for n / 2, JI l I
n ny1: J l I s JI .
Ä 2 Ä Ä 2 . .  .  .Remark 1.2. Note that l JI l I rJI F dl IrI . In fact JI l I rJI
d
2 Ä Ä .can be viewed as a submodule of both J l I rJI and JIrJI ( IrI.[
1
Remark 1.3. As mentioned in the Introduction, the depth of the
w xassociated graded ring can be also measured as follows. Let R It s
n n w x[ I t be the Rees algebra of I. Let M denote the graded R It -nG 0 I
w x w x J  .module R t rR It and C the graded Koszul complex K x t, . . . , x t; M .? ? 1 d I
The graded structure of C J is given, for n G 0, by the complexes?
d .2 d
w xx ??? x1 dJ ny1 n nq1C n : ??? ª RrI ª RrI ª RrI ª 0. . [ [?
1 1
w xThese complexes were first defined by Marley 16 , inspired by ideas that
w x w xcan be traced back to works of Kirby and Mehran 14 and Huneke 15 . In
w x16 it is proved that
J l I nq1 I ny1 : J
J JH C ( and H C ( .  .[ [1 ? d ?n ny2JI InG1 nG2
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and that the homologies of this complex provide information on the depth
 .  <  J ..of the associated graded ring since depth gr R s min j H C n / 0I dyj ?
4for some n .
 .  J .Clearly depth gr R G 1 if and only if H C s 0, i.e., if and only ifI d ?
I n : J s I ny1 for all n G 2. Related work can also be found in the Ph.D.
 w x.thesis of the first author see 6 .
w xRecently, Huckaba and Marley 13 extended the above complexes to
the case of Hilbert filtrations and gave the following formula for the
 4Hilbert coefficients of a Hilbert filtration G s G for all i G 1n
d
in y 1 Je G s l G rJG y y1 l H C n , G . .  .  .  . . . i n ny1 i ? /i y 1
nGi iG2
We need now to understand what happens when passing modulo some
superficial elements. The next result describes the structure of a 2-dimen-
sional CM local ring. In particular, it gives information about the Hilbert
function when the associated graded ring has zero depth.
 .PROPOSITION 1.4. Let R, m be a 2-dimensional CM local ring. Let I be
an m-primary ideal of R and J an ideal generated by a maximal superficial
sequence of I such that
J l I n s JI ny1 for all n G 3.
 .  2 . .  .a If l J l I rJI F 1, then depth gr R ) 0.I
 .  2 . .  2 . .b If either l J l I rJI s 2 or l J l I rJI s 3 and RrI is
 .Gorenstein, then either depth gr R ) 0 or one has the following:I
 .  2 . .i l I : J rI s 1,
&
n n .ii I s I for all integers n G 2,
i y 1 .  .  .iii e I s  n y 1 for j s 1, j s 3.j y 1j iG j iy1
Proof. In the I-adic case, when dim R s 2, the formula of Huckaba
w xand Marley 13 , quoted in Remark 1.3, recovers the following formula
w xgiven in 15 by Huneke
ny1I : Jn y 1e I s n y l . i ny1 ny2 /  /i y 1 InGi
for i G 1. Furthermore, Huckaba and Marley's formula for the
Ratliff]Rush filtration in the 2-dimensional case provides the equalities
e F s r , e F s n y 1 r . .  .  . 1 ny1 2 ny1
nG1 nG2
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Thus we may write
I ny1 : J
r s e F s e I s n y l . .  . ny1 1 1 ny1 ny2 / /InG1 nG1
By Lemma 1.1, we actually obtain the equality
&
n 2ÄI JI l I
n q l y l& ny1  /n ny1 / JII q JInG1 nG1
I ny1 : J
s n y l . ny1 ny2 /InG1 nG1
It follows
&
ny1 n 2ÄI : J I JI l I
l q l s l . 1&  . ny2 /  /n ny1 / JII I q JInG1 nG1
w xUsing once again the quoted results in 15, 13 one has
I ny1 : J
n y 1 r s e F s e I s n y 1 n y l .  .  .  . ny1 2 2 ny1 ny2 / /InG2 nG2
and by Lemma 1.1 we get
&
ny1 n 2ÄI : J I JI l I
n y 1 l q l s l . 2& .  . ny2 /  /n ny1 / JII I q JInG2
 .Thus from 1 one obtains
&
ny1 n ÄI : J I I
n y 2 l q l s l . 3& .  . ny2 /  /n ny1 / II I q JInG3
 .We remark that if depth gr R s 0 thenI
&
ny1 nI : J I
l G 1 and l G 1.& ny2 / n ny1 /I I q JInG1 nG1
Ä 2 .  . .In particular, from 1 , we get l JI l I rJI G 2 and consequently
 2 . . ny1 ny2  .l J l I rJI G 2. In fact if I : J s I for all n, then depth gr RI&& &
n n ny1 n n .) 0 see Remark 1.3 , and if I s I q JI for all n G 1, then I s I
 .for all n G 1, contradicting the assumption on depth gr R being zero.I
 .Thus the first assertion, a , follows immediately.
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 2 . .  .If l J l I rJI s 2 and depth gr R s 0, by Remark 1.2 one obtainsI
Ä 2 Ä ny1 . .  . that l JI l I rJI s 2 and I / I. By 1 we have  l I :nG1&& &
ny2 n n ny1 n nÄ. .   ..  .J rI s 1 and  l I r I q JI s 1. Thus l IrI s 1, I s InG1&
ny1 2 .  . .q JI for all n G 2 and from 3 we conclude that l I : J rI s 1 and&
n ny1 2 n nÄI : J s I for all n G 3. Since in this case I s I : J, it follows I s I
 .for all n G 2. Now for j s 1 and j s 3 the statement about e I followsj
from Huneke's formulas.
 2 . .  .If l J l I rJI s 3, RrI is a Gorenstein ring and depth gr R s 0I
Ä 2 .we have that JI l I rJI has either length 2 or 3. If the length is 2
everything we said above holds. Now we show that this is the only case, in
Ä 2 . .other words that we cannot have l JI l I rJI s 3. By Remark 1.2 we&
n nÄ Ä .  .  .have 2l IrI G 3, so that l IrI G 2. From 1 it follows that I s I q&
ny1 ny1 . JI for all n G 2 and by using 2 and the fact that  l I :nG1
. ny2 . 3 2 n ny1J rI s 1 we get I : J / I and I : J s I for all n / 3; in partic-
ular I 2 : J s I. However, this is a contradiction. In fact for all superficial
2  . n ny1elements x, we have I : x / I otherwise x l I : JI for all n G 2
w x  .and, by 7, Lemma 1.1 , we would obtain depth gr R ) 0. Now, ifI
 .  2 .  2 .J s x, y , then I : x rI and I : y rI are non-zero ideals in a Goren-
 2 .stein Artinian ring whose intersection I : J rI must be different from
zero.
A central ingredient we exploit throughout the paper is the following
result based on the use of superficial elements: If J denotes the ideal
generated by a superficial sequence x , . . . , x , I the ideal IrJ and1 r
 .  . wS s RrJ, then depth gr R G r q 1 if and only if depth gr S G 1 22;I I
x10, Lemma 1; 13, Lemma 2.2 .
The former, which we may refer to as ``Sally's descent,'' allows us to
 .reduce the dimension in problems involving the depth properties of gr R .I
 . w xThanks to this and to Proposition 1.4, part a , we recover a result of 7 .
 .COROLLARY 1.5. Let R, m be a d-dimensional CM local ring. Let I be
an m-primary ideal of R and J an ideal generated by a maximal superficial
sequence of I such that
J l I n s JI ny1 for all n G 3
 2 . .  .and l J l I rJI s 1. Then depth gr R G d y 1.I
 J .We now need a result that links the length of H C with the lengthdy1 ?
 J .of H C .d ?
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 .LEMMA 1.6. Let R, m be a d-dimensional CM local ring. Let I be an
m-primary ideal of R and J : I generated by a maximal superficial sequence.
 a . ay1.  ay1 . ay2Assume that l I : J rI s 1 for some a G 3 and I : w s I
for e¨ery superficial element w g J y mJ. Then
l H C J a q 1 G d. . . .dy1 ?
 J ..Proof. In order to compute the length of H C a q 1 we need tody1 ?
consider the complex
d .2dR R Rf g
0 ª ª ª ª ??? ,[ [ aay2 ay1 II I1 1
where f and g are the usual Koszul matrices built using any choice of the
minimal generators of J. Set K s Ker g and L s im f. Obviously
 J ..  a . ay1 aH C a q 1 s KrL. Let a g I : J y I . Since aJ : I , the ele-dy1 ?
ment
d R
ay1 aq1 ay1m s . . . ,0 q I , a q I , 0 q I , . . . g . [i ay1I1
 .i denotes the position of the only non-zero component is clearly in K.
Furthermore m f L. In fact, if it were so, there would be an elementi
ay2  ay2 .r f I such that m s f r q I . This however would imply thati
ay1  ay1x r g I for every j with 1 F j / i F d. Since, by hypothesis, I :j
. ay2w s I for every superficial element w g J y mJ, we would get r g
I ay2 contrary to the choice of r. Thus m , . . . , m are d, linearly indepen-1 d
 J ..   J ...dent elements of H C a q 1 and we get l H C a q 1 G d.dy1 ? dy1 ?
In the same setting described before Corollary 1.5, it is well known that
 .  . w xe I s e I for 0 F i F d y r. A result in 9 , which extends to the case ofi i
w xthe Hilbert filtrations a result on the maximal ideal due to Elias et al. 5 ,
 .   ..proves that if x is a superficial element for I then e I s e Ir x ifd d
 .and only if depth gr R G 1.I
 .THEOREM 1.7. Let R, m be a 3-dimensional CM local ring. Let I be an
m-primary ideal of R and J : I generated by a maximal superficial sequence
such that
J l I n s JI ny1 for all n G 3.
 .  2 . .  .a If l J l I rJI s 2, then depth gr R ) 0.I
 .  2 . .b If l J l I rJI s 3 and RrI is Gorenstein ring, then either
 .  2 . .depth gr R ) 0 or l I : J rI s 1.I
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 .Proof. Let x g J be a superficial element and set I s Ir x . If depth
 .  .gr R ) 0 then by the Sally's descent we get depth gr R ) 0. Thus weI I
have only to consider the case when passing modulo a superficial element
 .one gets depth gr R s 0. We can now use Proposition 1.4 and supposeI&
n n  .  .  .  .that I s I for all n G 2, e I s e I s  n I y 1, and e I s1 1 nG1 ny1 3&& &
n n n nn y 1 .  . n I y 1. Since for all n G 1 one has I : I , then I : IiG 3 ny12 &
n n  .and consequently I : I q x for all n G 2. Since x is superficial for I&& &
n n n n ny1 .  .we get, for n G 2, I : I q x l I s I q x I . In particular we&&
n n ny1have I s I q JI for all n G 2. An immediate consequence of this is
that n s r for all n G 3. We can use the results of Huckaba andny1 ny1
 .  .Marley quoted in Remark 1.3 to compute e I . Since depth gr R G 13 F
 .  J ..F is the Ratliff]Rush filtration , we have H C F s 0 so that, for3 ?
1 F i F 3, we have
n y 1 Je I s r y l H C n , F . .  . . .i ny1 2 ? /i y 1
nGi
 .  .Being e I s e F , we obtain3 3
n y 1 Je I s r y l H C F , n .  . . .3 ny1 2 ? /2
nG3
n y 1 Js n y l H C F , n . . . . ny1 2 ? /2
nG3
n ny1 .  .  .Further x l I : JI for all n G 3 implies n I s n I for allny1 ny1
n y 1 .  .  .n G 3. It follows that e I s  n I y 1. By a result proved3 iG 3 ny12
w x   ..in 9 see Proposition 1.5 , we know that
I n : x
e I s e I q l .  . 3 3 ny1 /InG1
n y 1 J .    ...and we deduce that 0 F  l H C F , n s 1 yn G 3 2 ?2
 n .  ny1..  . l I : x r I . However, depth gr R s 0 is equivalent to say-nG1 I
ing that
I n : J
Jl s l H C / 0 . . 3 ?ny1 /InG1
 J .  n . ny1  n . ny1and since H C ( [ I : J rI : [ I : x rI we get3 ? nG 2 nG 2
I n : x
Jl s l H C s 1. . . 3 ?ny1 /InG1
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This naturally holds for any superficial element in J y mJ. Thus, if depth
 .gr R s 0, for every superficial element x g J y mJ there is a uniqueI
 n . ny1. h hy1integer n G 2 such that l I : x rI s 1 while I : x s I for all
 2 . . 2h / n. We claim that l I : x rI / 0. In fact if I : x s I, we would
n ny1 .  .have I l x : JI for all n G 1 and n s n I for all positive n.ny1 ny1
 .  .  .Since x is superficial e I s e I and this would imply e I s  n1 1 1 nG1 ny1
w x  .y 1. Using the usual results of 13 to write e I with the I-adic filtration,1
we obtain
J Jn y l H C n y l H C n s n y 1. .  . .  . .  .  ny1 2 ? 3 ? ny1
nG1 nG1 nG1
  J ..   J ..Since l H C s 1, we conclude that l H C should be 2. However,3 ? 2 ?
this is impossible. In fact I 2 : x s I forces I 2 : J s I. Thus, having
  J ..l H C s 1, we get that there is a unique integer a G 3 such that3 ?
I a : J I a : x
l s 1 s l ,
ay1 ay1 /  /I I
while I n : J s I n : x s I ny1 for all n / a . In particular we obtain that, for
every superficial element x g J y mJ we have I ay1 : x s I ay2. Now
  J ...Lemma 1.6 tells us that l H C a q 1 G 3, thus contradicting the fact2 ?
  J ..  2 . .that l H C should be 2. This shows that l I : x rI / 0.2 ?
2 2 . . If l J l I rJI s 2, the condition I : x / I implies that l J l
2 . .I r JI F 1. Thus using Proposition 1.4 and Sally's descent we obtain the
 .contradictory conclusion depth gr R G 2.I
 2 . . 2If l J l I rJI s 3, the condition I : x / I may happen and we are
2 2 . .  . .forced to conclude that l I : J rI s l I : x rI s 1.
w xTheorem 1.7 allows us to recover a result of 8 .
 .COROLLARY 1.8. Let R, m be a d-dimensional CM local ring. Let I be
an m-primary ideal of R and J an ideal generated by a maximal superficial
sequence of I such that
J l I n s JI ny1 for all n G 3
 2 . .  .and l J l I rJI s 2. Then depth gr R G d y 2.I
Proof. Using Sally's descent it is enough to prove the result for a ring
 .of dimension 3. Now use Theorem 1.7, part a .
The following example shows a case in which the equality holds.
ww xx  5 5 4 3 2EXAMPLE 1.9. Let R s k x, y and I s x , y , x y, x y q
2 3 4 .x y , y x . Using a computer algebra program as COCOA or MACAULAY
 5 5.then one can show that J s x , y is an ideal generated by a maximal
 2 . . 3 2superficial sequence of I such that l J l I rJI s 2 and I s JI .
 .Computing depth gr R one gets the value zero.I
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 2 . .We pass now to analyze the case in which l J l I rJI s 3 and RrI
is Gorenstein.
We prove first a criterion that allows us to tell when the depth of the
associated graded ring is positive. Due to the technical nature of this result
we present it in two steps.
 .LEMMA 1.10. Let R, m be a 4-dimensional CM local ring. Let I be an
m-primary ideal of R and J : I generated by a maximal superficial sequence
such that
J l I 2
n ny1l s 3 and J l I s JI for all n G 3. /JI
Assume that
 . n  . ny11 for any superficial element x g J y mJ, I l x : JI for all
integers n G 2;
 .  2  .. . .2 l I q x : J rI s 1 for all superficial elements x g J y mJ.
 2 .Then it is possible to find an element a g I : J y I and elements w , w ,1 2
w among the minimal generators of J such that I 2 l J s JI q3
 .aw , aw , aw .1 2 3
 2  .. .Proof. Let a g I q x : J y I such that ma : I. Let y, z, w be
 4elements such that x, y, z, w is a superficial sequence and a minimal basis
 . 2  .for J. Since a y, z, w is contained in I q x there exist a , b , g in R
 2 .such that the elements ay y a x, az y b x and aw y g x g J l I y JI.
 .Moreover m ay y a x, az y b x, aw y g x : JI because ma : I implies
2  .  .that ma x, mb x, and mg x belong to I l x s I x . Always using the
 4fact that x, y, z, w is a regular sequence, it is simple to verify that
2  .  2I l J s JI q ay y a x, az y b x, aw y g x . Since, by hypothesis, l I
 .. . .q x : J rI s 1 for every superficial element x, then given a superficial
 4  . 2sequence x, y of minimal generators of J we have x, y l I ­ JI,
otherwise a would be in I. Let by q cz and dy q ew be elements in
I 2 y JI. Being both in J l I 2 we can write them modulo JI and obtain
 .  .by q cz ' a uy q ¨z and dy q ew ' a u9y q ¨ 9w where u, ¨ , u9, ¨ 9 g R
y m. Set w s uy q ¨z and w s u9y q ¨ 9w. By the usual arguments,1 2
 .these are possibly non-superficial minimal generators of J. Since we may
assume that Rrm is infinite we may find an element y9 such that both
 4  4sequences x, y9, z, w and y, y9, z, w are superficial and constitute mini-
mal bases for J. Repeating the argument above, we construct w s u0 y9 q3
 2 .¨ 0 z such that u0 and ¨ 0 are units and aw g J l I y JI. It is now easy3
 .to see that z, w , w , w is a regular sequence in R and J s z, w , w , w .1 2 3 1 2 3
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 .In fact it is enough to observe that J s y, y9, z, w and that y, y9, z, w is a
regular sequence again. Using the fact that a f I and am : I, we deduce
  ..that JI q aw , aw , aw rJI is a 3-dimensional vector space contained1 2 3
2 .in J l I rJI and the conclusion follows.
 .LEMMA 1.11. Let R, m be a 4-dimensional CM local ring of dimension.
Let I be an m-primary ideal of R and J : I generated by a maximal superficial
sequence such that
J l I 2
n ny1l s 3 and J l I s JI for all n G 3. /JI
Assume that
 . n  . ny11 for any superficial element x g J y mJ, I l x : JI for all
integers n G 2;
 .  2  .. . .2 l I q x : J rI s 1 for all superficial elements x g J y mJ.
 .Then depth gr R ) 0.I
 2 .  4Proof. By Lemma 1.10 there is an a g I : J y I and z, w , w , w a1 2 3
2  .minimal basis of J such that J l I s JI q aw , aw , aw . Denote by H1 2 3
 4  < 4any subset of the set of indexes 1, 2, 3 , by W the set w h g H , and byH h
 < 4  .aW the set aw h g H . If H s B, then W s B and the ideal aWH h H H
generated by aW is zero.H
2  .  .  .  4Observe that I l z, W s I z, W q aW . In fact, if H s 1, 2, 3 ,H H H
 .then J s z, W and the equality obviously holds. We proceed by provingH
< < < <that if the statement holds when H s i then it holds when H s i y 1.
Let i - 3 and w f W . Thenh H
I 2 l z , W : I 2 l z , W , w s I z , W , w q aW , aw . .  .  .  .H H h H h H h
2  .  .  .  .  .Hence I l z, W : I z, W q aW q w l z, W and the con-H H H h H
 4clusion follows since z, W , w is a regular sequence.H h
n  . ny1 .CLAIM. I l z, W s I z, W for all n G 3.H H
 4 nProof of Claim. If H s 1, 2, 3 , then the equality holds since J l I s
ny1 < <JI for all n G 3. We prove now that if the equality holds when H s i
< < < <then it holds when H s i y 1. Let H - 3 and w be an element not inh
W . We assumeH
I n l z , W , w s I ny1 z , W , w .  .H h H h
for all n G 3 and we proceed by induction on n G 3.
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3  . 3  .Let n s 3. Since we have I l z, W : I l z, W , w sH H h
2 . 3  . 2 . 2 .  .I z, W , w , we get I l z, W s I z, W q I w l z, W . Us-H h H H h H
 4ing the fact that z, W , w is a regular sequence and the previousH h
observation, we obtain
3 2 2I l z , W s I z , W q w I l z , W .  .  .  .H H h H
2s I z , W q w I z , W q aW .  .  .  .H h H H
and the conclusion follows since aw g I 2.h
n  . n  .Let n G 4. We have, as before, I l z, W : I l z, W , w sH H h
ny1 .I z, W , w . ThenH h
n ny1 ny1I l z , W s I z , W q w I l z , W .  .  .  .H H h H
ny1 ny2s I z , W q w I z , W .  .  .H h H
ny2 .which is contained in I z, W and the Claim is proved.H
 . n  . ny1In particular we proved that z l I s z I for all n G 2. Thus the
 .image of z in gr R is a regular element.I
 .THEOREM 1.12. Let R, m be a CM local ring of dimension d G 4. Let I
be an m-primary ideal of R and J : I generated by a maximal superficial
sequence such that
J l I 2
n ny1l s 3 and J l I s JI for all n G 3. /JI
 .If RrI is a Gorenstein local ring, then depth gr R G d y 3.I
Proof. By Sally's descent we just need to prove the statement when the
ring is 4-dimensional. Let x g J y mJ be a superficial element. Denote by
 .   .  ..  .S, n the quotient ring Rr x , mr x . Set also I9 s Ir x and J9 s
 .  .Jr x . The ring S, n is a 3-dimensional CM local ring with infinite
residue field Srn. Naturally I9 is an n-primary ideal such that SrI9 is
Artinian Gorenstein and J9 : I9 a minimal reduction of I9 such that
 2 . .  2 .   . 2 .. nl J9 l I9 rJ9I9 s l J l I r I q x l I F 3 while J9 l I9 s
ny1  2 . .J9I9 for each n G 3. If l J9 l I9 rJ9I9 F 2 then using Sally's de-
scent, the result of Valabrega and Valla mentioned in the Introduction,
 .Corollary 1.5, and Corollary 1.8 we get depth gr R G 2. Thus we justI
 2 .   . 2 ..have to consider the case in which l J l I r I q x l I s 3 for
every superficial element x g J y mJ. This means that we are in the case
n  . ny1in which I l x : JI for every n G 2. Moreover the only case to
 .study is when depth gr S s 0, otherwise the Sally's descent wouldI9
 .immediately give us depth gr R G 2. Summarizing, modulo any superfi-I
 .cial element, we have that S, n is a 3-dimensional CM local ring with
infinite residue field, I9 : S is an n-primary ideal such that S9rI9 is a
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 .Gorenstein ring, and depth gr S s 0. Moreover J9 : I9 is a minimalI9
 2 . . n ny1reduction of I9 such that l J9 l I9 rJ9I9 s 3 while J9 l I9 s J9I9
 2  .. . .for each n G 3. Using Theorem 1.7 we deduce that l I q x : J rI
s 1 for all superficial elements x g J y mJ. Thus the hypotheses of
 .Lemma 1.11 are satisfied and we conclude that depth gr R G 1.I
The following examples show two different cases in which the equality
holds.
ww xx  2 2 2 2EXAMPLE 1.13. Let R s k x, y, z and I s x y y , x y z ,
.  2 2 2 2 .xy, xz, yz . Then I is a Gorenstein ideal and J s x y y , x y z , yz is a
 2 . . 3 2minimal reduction of I such that l J l I rJI s 3 and I s JI . Always
 .using COCOA or MACAULAY one obtains depth gr R s 0.I
ww xx  2 2 2EXAMPLE 1.14. Let R s k x, y, z and I s z , xz y yz, x y y , xy y
2 2 .  2 2 2 .  .y q yz, y s x , y , z : x q y y z . Then I is a Gorenstein ideal and
 2 2 2 .  2 . .J s x , y , z is a minimal reduction of I such that l J l I rJI s 3
3 2  .and I s JI . Again one can compute the depth of gr R and get theI
value zero.
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